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Learn how to grow an unlimited quantity of delicious, organic fruits and vegetables in your small

apartment that will feed your whole family!Do you want to grow your own healthy food at home but

you don't have a big yard? Do you want to the freshest organic produce for a fraction of the cost of

the grocery stores? Are you concerned about the pesticide and GMO epidemic plaguing our modern

industrial farming practices?If you answered yes to any of these questions, this simple how to guide

is the book for you!A complete guide for beginners to start a vertical garden in a small space â€“

even indoors!This book will show you exactly how to begin producing your own amazing quality

organic fruits, vegetables, and herbs at home. It doesn't matter whether you've never gardened

before, or if you're used to gardening the traditional way. This book will show you all the benefits of

vertical gardening and give you all the information you need to get started fast!You don't need a lot

of space or nice weather to produce fresh organic food!Don't let your limited space force you and

your family to consume mediocre, overpriced produce that have been hosed down with toxic

chemicals by some corporate industrial farming conglomerate. Simply follow the advice and

instructions in this easy how-to guide and start enjoying amazing, fresh food at home for pennies on

the dollar! Anyone can be a vertical gardener!Imagine not having to bend your back, twist your

joints, and end up hurting yourself from traditional gardening. Imagine not having to worry about

pests or the weather damaging your hard work. Vertical gardening is the sensible alternative for

people from all walks of life. You can get started using vertical gardening containers you make

yourself (this book will show you how) or use something you already have laying around the house.

The delicious, honest and natural foods you grow at home will make your vertical garden a source

of pride in your life and provide you with an endless supply of food.Save money and eat

healthierVertical gardening requires no exotic tools or equipment. Everything you need you either

already own, can easily make, or acquire cheaply at your local nursery. No special skills, expertise,

or prior experience is required!Here is a preview of some of the things you will learn in this

book:What is vertical gardening?Advantages vs disadvantages of vertical gardeningIndoor vs

outdoor vertical gardeningStructural options for your vertical gardenChoosing a soil and preparing

the soilHow to use Trellises, Arbors, Arches, and PergolasHow to use planters and

supportsContainers and hanging plantersCompostingSeed starting and propagatingControlling

pests, diseases, and weedsWatering, fertilizing, and pruningBest vegetables for vertical

gardensBest fruits for vertical gardensBest herbs for vertical gardensOrnamental vinesDo

something good for your health, your finances, and your peace of mine by making a small

investment in this book today that will pay off huge in the health and happiness of you and your



family!Start today and enjoy all the benefits that come with vertical gardening!Tags: Vertical garden,

vertical gardening containers, vertical gardening for beginners, urban gardening, urban farming,

urban homestead, container gardening, indoor gardening, winter gardening, how to grow organic

produce, square foot gardening, apartment gardening, condo gardening, balcony gardening,

emergency preparedness, survival food, survivalism, survivalist
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Numerous literature as well as articles have been researched and written about Vertical Gardening.

But among the countless books and eBooks published which was available for the public to

purchase, the eBook, Vertical Gardening: How To Grow Organic Food At Home Without A Yard:

Grow U limited Delicious Fruits, Vegetables And Herbs In Your Urban Homestead, by author Peter

Kingston, stands out among the rest as the reader would start to discover for himself that this eBook

is an instructional literature that would help guide the reader on what particular and specific type of

vertical garden the reader would come up with, depending on the plant, fruit or vegetable the reader



wants to grow. Kudos to author Peter Kingston, with your eBook, many people will be educated.

Moreover, several would also be inspired once they learn of your invaluable contribution to Vertical

Gardening. CHEERS!!!

This is a great book about gardening. It enhances my knowledge and appeal on gardening. Useful

tips and techniques!

Good information.

Fast Delivery great product

Not what I was Expecting...

This is an excellent book for learning how to garden in an urban environment. I used to have a

garden back when we had the house but nowadays we live in a condo in the city. It was very hard

for me to give up the garden I always had in the backyard. I didn't think I could ever have anything

even close to what I used to grow after we moved to the city.Luckily it is actually not only possible,

but easy and fun to grow all of the tasty fully organic vegetables my family loves inside our condo! It

is actually even easier because I don't have to get down on my hands and knees and bend my back

like I used to. My vertical garden lets me garden standing up and I can do it no matter the weather

outside. This is book is perfect for those new to gardening or even for seasoned veterans looking to

transition away from traditional gardening and take up vertical gardening.

I think this book provides just a very basic information on vertical gardening. Also, no illustration was

provided in the kindle edition to give me a better idea on the topic. Topic discussed needs to be

expounded more otherwise by googling vertical gardening i get more information from the web. I am

a beginner but this book is very very short on information!

A practical, useful guide to get a vertical garden up and running in any amount of space you happen

to have. I've wanted to building my own indoor vertical garden for years now but I just never really

had the time or the know-how to do it. This book showed me how easy it can be and gave me an

action plan for getting started. I also really like how the author includes some suggested plants to

start with that are easy to grow for people who are new to vertical gardening.
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